
How Tourism pivoted to find blue sky in its             
most challenging storm. 

Holiday Here This Year



Executive Summary 

Challenge 
Help the Australian tourism industry recover from two ‘once in a lifetime’ disasters: the 
Black Summer and COVID-19. 

Strategy 
Encourage Australians to visit the destinations in most need of support via a message of a 
‘shared recovery’ rallying them to do more, see more and spend more, for Australia.

Idea 
‘Holiday Here This Year’ a patriotic call-to-arms, compelling willing Australian travelers to 
help the  tourism industry, and themselves, by taking an Aussie holiday. 

The Results 
Australia’s domestic tourism recovery is faster than ever forecast and the envy of the 
world 



The challenge: 

An unprecedented (no, seriously) challenge:
After two “once in a lifetime” disasters in the Black Summer Bushfires and COVID-19, 
the Australian tourism industry was on its knees. Border closures prevented 
international travel and much interstate travel throughout 2020, leading to 
approximately 140 million fewer domestic trips and a loss of 7.6 million international 
visitors in 2020 - and an estimated total loss of almost $100 billion in visitor 
expenditure. 

Strategic approach:

Shared recovery:
Without international tourists visiting and spending, we needed to motivate 
Australians to make up the shortfall.

And we needed to direct them to places where they wouldn’t normally visit but were 
experiencing the biggest market failures e.g. Cities, Rock & Reef.

Our strategy was to promote tourism as a form of “shared recovery”. We needed to get 
Australians to visit the destinations most in need of support, rallying them to do more, 
see more and spend more, for Australia.

After everything Australians had been through, we knew they could all do with a break, 
but would be more motivated to take one if it didn’t feel selfish.

We needed to make taking a holiday seem mutually beneficial for everyday Australians 
in need of a ‘proper holiday’, and the tourism industry itself.

Campaign objectives:

• Help the industry get through the crisis
• Get Australians to travel like international visitors
• Create urgency for domestic travel
• Drive demand towards the internationally reliant parts of the industry: eg our cities
• Create advertising that makes a difference



Idea: a mutually beneficial, patriotic call-to-arms

‘Holiday Here This Year’ (HHTY) compelled willing Australian travelers to help the tourism 
industry, and themselves, by taking an Aussie holiday.

Four executional principles guided the campaign:

1.Make taking a break something to be proud of: we asked Australians to take a holiday… 
for Australia. Our work showcased the best of Australian tourism, while reminding 
Australians that our industry is in crisis and needs them to help it recover.

2.A clear call to action: each phase of the campaign centres around the line “Holiday Here 
This Year” - a call-to-arms imploring Aussies to help both the tourism industry and 
themselves by taking a break.

3.The perfect ambassadors: we called on the ridiculously charming and down-to-earth 
Hamish Blake and Zoe Foster Blake, who care deeply about Australia and our tourism 
industry.

4.Our personality: down to earth, humorous, and appealing to Aussies’ sense of mateship.

While the phasing of the campaign sought to influence key actions within definitive 
timeframes:

• Planning: start planning a holiday in Australia this year.
• Experiences: undertake an additional experience while on holidays this Christmas break.
• Cities: book an extra holiday to an Australian in the next two months.
• Go big: take an extra holiday of five days or more in Australia in the next six months.

Media planning: showing up in unmissable moments

HHTY was executed in big, populist channels to ensure we hit our target audiences and 
were seen by the general public.

Do more: we made sure each campaign aligned with periods (whatever that looked like at 
that time!) of domestic trip planning to maximise conversion.

See more: mass reach channels like TV were supported by high frequency, high rotation 
channels (OOH, social, video) to showcase the breadth of experiences possible on an 
Aussie holiday, while utility and sequencing enabled exploration.

Spend more: borrowing from retail principles, we used digital precision to isolate in-
market audiences, and passed them to partners for final conversion both pre and during 
trip.



Results

Help our industry get through the crisis:
Australians today are now more engaged with Australian domestic travel than they 
were pre-pandemic. Deloitte Access Economics in April 2020 proposed three scenarios 
for Australia’s domestic tourism sector: mild, harsh, or severe. Happily, as of January 
2021 we’re ahead of all scenarios.

Get Australians to travel like international visitors:
By March, average trip spend was up 13% YoY to $718 per trip vs the $690 of 2019, 
representing an additional $202,300,530 into the industry each month.

Create urgency for domestic travel:
Since campaign launch, an average of 56% of all planned trips have been intended to 
be taken in the following 6 months or less, miles past the target of 40%.

Drive demand towards the internationally reliant parts of the industry:
Flight bookings to our cities jumped 31% pre-to-post campaign. And, city occupancy 
rates jumped nationally from 50% to 59% even with an increase in the average room 
rate.

Create marketing that makes a difference:
Almost 2 in 3 stated that these adverts actively encouraged them to take a holiday in 
Australia this year; while 1 in 3 stated they’d start to plan a holiday they would not 
otherwise have taken.

And further to our set objectives, 71% of Australians stated they found our campaign 
appealing, making it, according to System1 ad tracking, the most appealing and 
effective TV ad in Australia (of 76 tested).


